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Databases in the primary classroom
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1ul oftware developers have flooded the market with educational databases from convicts
and bushrangers to footballers and politicians but what is their real potential in the primary
classroom?

This paper attempts to outline a rationale for the use of databases in the primary
classroom. Topics discussed include the integrated curriculum, establishing an authentic
purpose, a sequence for introducing databases for the first time and the type of learning
environment that teachers can create with database activity.

INTRODUCTION

One of the first steps for teachers
considering the use of databases in the
classroom is to locate a place in the
curriculum for the potential use of a

particular database. This involves the
investigation of how the school's
curriculum is organised

A school's curriculum can be
organised in a numberof differentways.
A traditional organisation would divide
the curriculum into subjects. In a

subject- based curriculum there may be
potential for database use in social
studies, science, reading and perhaps
even mathematics.

Some schools use a thematic
approach. A theme such as 'Footy
Fever' could exploit Footqworks, First
Fleet, Explorers and Explorers lournals
could beused fora theme on'Australian
Discovery and Exploration'; a Solar
SV st em database would lend itself nicely
to a 'Space' theme; and Endnngered
Species may work well with 'Animals'.

A far more innovative and dynamic
way of organising the curriculum is to
use an integrated curriculum. The
integrated curriculum, as detailed in
Learning Through an Integrated
Curriculurrt: Approaches nnd Guidelines,
(Minister for Education, Vic. 1985), is
divided into topics. Each topicbecomes
the basis for a classroom investigation
or inquiry. Advocates of this method
believe the children should have a

considerable say in the selection of the
topic, the focus ofthe investigation and

and classroom controi will become less
of a chore, a rekindling of curiosity will
occur, there will be a return to the
natural desire to learn that schooling so
often seems to extinguish. and a rich,
port'erful learning environment will be
established. (Minister for Education,
Vic le85)

Aiso central to the integrated
curriculum is the blurring of lines
between subject areas. Instead of
dividing the classroom activities into
subjects, the teacher divides them into
three types. Firstly, centrnl ncli,tilies,
which are directly related to the topic
under investigation and have a creative
problem solving focus. Secondly ,related
actiuities, which relate to the topic and
the central activity and pertain to all
areas of the curriculum catering for a
range of abilities and interests. Finally,
reaision andconsolidation actiulf les, which
are not strictly related to the topic but
concentrate on specific skills and are
more subject based.

In selecting activities the teacher
tries to place the students in a whole
Ianguage environment where they are
continually challenged to use, for
productive ends, the four modes of
language - reading, writing, speaking
and listening. The teacher designs the
activities so cognitive and affective
learning processes can be developed
(Ministry of Education, Vic. 1985). The
assumption is made that all learning is
underpinned by language and that
children acquire language by using it

in determining some, if not all, of the
classroom activities. This, plus a process
of brainstorming and question
formation (focus and contributing
questions) is designed to develop an
authentic purpose for the classroom
investigation and allows the children
to feel they have some control over the
investigation and the direction it will
take.

These two concepts - ownership
and authentic purpose - are very
powerful ideas and are central to the
workings of the integrated curriculum.
Establishing both in the classroom is a
difficult and challenging task, but the
rewards can be great. Supporters of the
integrated curriculum believe that once
ownership and authentic purpose have
been established teacl-rers can expect an
increase in motivation and interest, an
improved student attitude, behaviour
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Figure 2 Thc irrtcgrnfed curriculum ntatrix deaeloped ot Mossgiel Pnrk Primary School in Victoria as Ttart of an oction research project in 1991

suggested sequence relies heavily on
tl-re work presented by Susan Bell and
Ian Scott in Springboards: Idens t'or Using
Computers in the Clnssroont (1985).

A SUGGESTED SEQUENCE FOR

INTRODUCING DATABASES

There are some prerequisites that
teachers should observe before using
the database in the classroom. Firstly,
familiarity; make sure you are famiiiar
with databases in general and the
particular database you wish to use.
Know its potential, its limitations and
what it is capable of giving you. You
may be able to get away with not
knowing some software packages
intimately, not so databases.

Secondly, confidence; in order to
successfuily introduce databases you
must feel confident about the conceDt
of databases, their potential use and be
happy with the prospect of using them
in the classroom.

Finally, aims and objeciives; you
must have it clear in your mind why
you are using the database in the
classroom. Yes it will help you with
yourinvestigationbut later on I hope to
showyou that database activity is more
than just presenting information.

PRELIMINARY WORK

In my example you know that you will

needThe Bushrangers' Databnse in week
3. So you need to start well before week
3. A good place to start is to introduce
the concept of a database before you
introduce a particular database
package. Use your creativity plus work
sheets from various databases packages
to introduce the children to the conceot
of databases in general and how they
can help with the investigation of topics.
Perhaps some work with a less
sophisticated package such as 'First
Fleet' may be desirable.

INTRODUCING BUSHRANGERS FOR THE
FIRST TIME

Assuming you have done the
preliminary work the first place to start
is to introduce the children io ihe
database by showing them a printout
of some of the data, say the records of a
few bushrangers. It can then be
examined, the material can be discussed
and the chiidren can get an idea of the
field names and the type of information
each field contains. A further printout
could be shown of calculator data. An
analysis showing the age of
bushrangers when they began their
career would lead to discussion and
stimulate interest as well as
demonstrating another function of the
database (i.e. the Calculator).

The next step would be to get the

children to do some simple searches
using various printouts. Perhaps a
worksheet could be created by the
teacher to he1p. It is important at this
stage to keep it relatively simple. For
example, using the printout showing
'Age Bushranging Began' (e.g. from
above) children could be asked to find
out: 'How many bushrangers were
younger than 20 when they started
bushranging? or, How many were older
than 50? and so on.'

Using printout material again, say
the individual files of six bushrangers,
you can increase the complexity of the
searches. Start with two fields r,r'ith
questions such as: 'How old was the
youngestbushranger and what was his
name?' How manv had black hair and
blue eyes?' 'Hon'many bushrangers
were born in England and operated in
Victoria?'; and, so on.

Depending on the abilitv of the
children you may then move them onto
even more complicated searches: 'Were
any of the bushrangers under 20
convicted of murder and executed?'

If the children have not had much
experience with databases then go
slowly and structure the experience so
it is a pleasant one and mostimportantly
a successful one!

So far the children have not touched
the computer, it has all been 'hands-off'
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\\rork. When vou think the children are

readv vou can introduce the database

on the computer. You could c1o this by
asking them to check some of tire
answers to the 'hands-off' r,vork. Norv
is the tirne to introduce thel-u to some

of the basic rt,orkings of the package.

Again moving slolvlv Provide
r,r-orkslteets of graduallv irrcreasiltg,

difficulty making sure the children
have plenty of time to e'xplort- on tireir
or'r'n. Structure the r.r,orksheets and
actir.ities to reflect the cl"restions the
children n'i]l eyentuallV be asking.

As their confidence grorvs vou can

get the children to retrieve clata for an

authentic purpose. Tliis is the stage

rvhere thev Can Start i().lnS\\ cr S(rlne OI

their contributlng c1-restions - Who?
What? When? Where? Oi course, after
using the database the chilclren r'vill
probablv irave manv nore questlons
thev r,r'ant ansn'ered. These can be

added to the chart on the n'all at any
time.

The final stage is to encor-rrage the
children to look at the database as more
than just a collection of facts about
bushrangers. The information can be

analysed and interpreted in a variety
of ways leadingto a number of different
conclusions. At this stage of
understanding the children can begin
to answer their focus questrons -
Why? How? (Bell & Scott 1986).

The introductory r,r'ork will be time
consuminp; and frustrating. You will
need to be aware of individual
differences and it may be that some

children or even the whole class will
not get to the level of understanding
that is required for the latter stages.

But the groundwork vou do will be the
foundation that future teachers can

build on and you are not relying solely
on the package to answer all Your
questions, it is just one resource among
many.

Some forward planning will be

necessary and so will some
experimentation. Learning is a risk
taking adventure not onlY for the
children but for the teacher as well.
Don't be frightened to experiment and
develop your own sequence of lessons

that suits your own group of children.

SO IS IT JUST SOCIAL STUDIES?

The connection between databases and
social studies and science has been
well documented and well supported
by software developers (e.9. Sunburst,
Knoware, Dataworks). ManY authors
have acclaimed thevirtues of databases

for inquiry learning, for hypothesis
testing and for information gathering

(Kerr 1986; Education Department of
South Australia 1986; Hancock 1989;

Be11 & Scott 1985; Wills et al. 1986);

softr,r,'are developers have produced an

array of database management systems

and data files to match. There seems to
be little doubt that databases have much
to offer the social studies and science

environments but there is much more to
it than that.

Ti-rinking of the activities that the

children n'ill be involved in rvhile
n'orking on databases as just social
studies, or just science, is a very narrow
vier,r''. When you introduce database

activities you are creating a learning
environment u'here a number of verv
desirable learning processes are at 1\'ork.

If vou have the children using tile
database in small cooperative learning
groups you give them the opportunity
to share information, listen critically, to
question, argue, Persuade, and so on -
they must read, listen, talk and write -
all for an authentic Purpose - to get

information that will help to answer
their focus and contributing questions.
Database activities in small groups
places the children in a whole language
environment. They use the four modes
of language for productive ends.

Mastering all aspects of language is

a thinking process. It is imperative to

teach children to think. They cannot
learn to read successfully if they are not
taught to think about and interpret what
they l'rave read or what someone has

said, or what a classmate has written. A
successful learning environment will
challenge children intellectually.
Database work is an intellectual
challenge. By using databases in your
classroom you can Provide
opportunities for children to exercise a

number of important cognitive
processes such as: observing,
questioning, hypothesising,
generalising, reflecting, inferring,
predicting, analysing, synthesising,
problem solving, planning, decision
making and so on.

Developing thinking skills is so

important yet is overiooked by many
teachers. The database environment ts

an excellent avenue through which the

cognitive domain can be brought back
onto the agenda.

A successful learning environment
fosters certain personal qualities such
as: open-mindedness, creativitY,
persistence and determination,
curiosity, cooperation, independence,
self-esteem, group discussion, self-
controi, risk taking and so on. Chiidren
will not develop these personal qualities
if they are not put into situations where

they are necessary to achieve the desired
goal. 'If we don't all cooperatewe won't
be able to get the information we need.'

They must be given the
opportunitv to strive, Persist and
succeed and to experience how
cooperation can achieve the group's
goal. As the teacheryoumust encourage

these personal qualities and reward
children for displaying them. Rewards
do not always have to be stickers, sweets

or bookmarks. The best rewards are

intrinsic - the joy of striving for and
reaching your goal; the sense of pride
in a job u.'e11 done; genuine praise from
people who care.

Cooperative grouPs working on
the computer can be an excellent
euvironment lor ltrstering atld
developing these personal qualities

Not well documented is the
connection betr'veen mathematics and
databases. As vour familiariiv and
confidence E;ro\'\'s you will begin io
understand the mathematics of
database systems. ManY teachers
strugglq to integrate mathematics into
other areas of the curriculum; to develop
authenticity and relevancv. The
database environment is loaded with
mathematical concePts: graPhs, pattern
and order, equalitv and inequalitv,
percentages, logic, problem soh'ins,
sequencing, order of operations, r-isttal
representation, statisiics and so ou. lt
provides many opportunities for tl're

creative teacher to demonstratc htllr'
theskills of mathematics canbe reler-.rnt

to an investigation.
An added advantage of usiug

databases in the primary classroom is

that you are introducing children to a
sof tr,r'are application that has
widespread use in the business worlcl
and the community at large. You are

enhancing their computer literacv ancl

awareness. By using the computer as a

iool to aid their investigation the
children see the machine in its correci
context and they receive practical
computer experience as part of their
normal teaching -learning expt'riettcc.
(Newhouse & Oliver 1990)

Learning is a natural Process.
Children are naturally curious and

inquisitive; it is human nature to want
to know. As teachers Vou need tcr

capiure that curiosity and use it to vour
and the children's advantage. r\
powerful way of doing so is to organise
the curriculum so it is integrated anci tr:r

introduce database work to vour
students as a tool ir-r aiding the'ir
investigations. Using databases in vour
classroom in this way is a legitimate
and rewarding educational Proccss.
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who enjoy carefully sequenced and finite ways of
learning. The in-built flexibility of the program
allows other students to explore their own ideas
laterally and use the task sheets as a spring board
for their own creativity, demonstrating the power
of this media to be a wonderful tool forwhole-brain
learning. The ieft-brain assimilation of the technical
and sequential processes is a necessary part of the
creative process leaving the right brain free to fly
with ideas once there is technical automaticity.

Howard Gardner (1983) proposes what we see

as 'intelligence'in mathematics is seen in the artist
as a 'gift or talent', one of our other forms of
intelligence. He maintains thatweare truly complex
beings made up of multiple intelligences and those
of the arts are some of these intelligences. In that
case there is a talent in all of us and it is the role of
tl're teacher to find a road that each student can
journey down to explore and mobilise his or her
creativity.

Image generating computers and their
associated technology are a truly open-ended tool
for every student's journey to creativity and whole-
brain learning.
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computer and non-computer games can then be
designed to meet teacher and student expectations
and requirements. According to Myers (1984), the
best computer game designers are the best artists,
those who examine broadly whatever is learned
from games played in their natural environment and
apply the same general qualities to computer games.
Similarly the same general quaiities should apply for
non-computer games. These qualities should include
how to feel or empathise, how to understand, and
not in the strictest sense, how to know.
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